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ABSTRACT
In general, kinetic energy of water molecules at translational rota-
tional degree of freedoms (DOFs) occupies the dominant position.
However, coarse space discretization always results in severe nu-
merical dissipation if only the linear kinetic energy is considered.
Therefore, we proposed a novel turbulence refinement method us-
ing velocity correction for SPH simulation. In this method, surface
details were enhanced by recovering the energy lost in DOFs for
SPH particles. We used a free vortex model to convert particles’ dif-
fused and stretched angular kinetic energy to its neighbours’ linear
kinetic energy. Turbulence details would be efficiently generated
using the shear between slices. Compared with previous methods,
our method can generate turbulence and vortex more vividly and
stably.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Physical simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Fluid simulation is a hot topic in computer graphics, which was first
introduced by Stam in 1999 [Stam 1999]. As one of the most popular
approaches for fluid simulation in computer graphics, Smoothed
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Particle Hydrodynamics(SPH) has been widely used to generate
fluid animation with lively details and vivid motions [Koschier et al.
2019]. Though many researchers have proposed novel models for
animating various materials and enforcing incompressibility, there
still has much work to do to enhance the realistic visual effects
of complex phenomena. The simulation of turbulent details, for
example, due to numerical dissipation[Fernando et al. 2015] or
coarse sampling of grids[Kim et al. 2013], is still a tough nut.

Vortex-based methods aim at creating and preserving turbulence
through vorticity field, which include vorticity confinement meth-
ods and Lagrangian vortex methods. Vorticity confinement (VC)
methods recover existing vortexes and enhanced them by adding
a new force [Fedkiw et al. 2001; Lentine et al. 2011; Steinhoff and
Underhill 1994; Zhu et al. 2010]. Lagrangian vortex (LV) methods
build on the vorticity representation of Navier-Stokes equations
[Angelidis and Neyret 2005; Park and Kim 2005; Pfaff et al. 2012].
However, VC methods always add more energy than dissipation,
and only existing vortices can be amplified. This results in an ineffi-
ciency in liquid scenes, even ones where there are great possibilities
to generate visible vortices structures. Recently Chu and Thuerey
[Chu and Thuerey 2017] proposed a deep-learning based synthesis
method and succeeded in enhancing the quality of fluid animation.

To solve the problems mentioned above, we recover the linear
velocity from missing angular velocity to enhance turbulent detail.
In the ideal state of SPH approach, particles used to discretize
space is small enough so the energy dissipation of angular kinetic
could be safely ignored without affecting the overall performance.
However, when high efficiency is desired and the particle size is
large, the inertia tensor absent from the equation will result in
severe numerical dissipation. Therefore, we use the particle as the
core due to the sheer and refine the velocity field with potential
flow model [Batchelor and Batchelor 1967] to affect the velocity of
neighboring particles. Though the velocity of the center in a free
vortex is extremely large, actually the sheer makes the core rotates
like a rigid body. The turbulence and vortex effects can be restored
without causing unstable results.

2 TURBULENCE REFINEMENT FOR SPH
FLUIDS

2.1 SPH-based Fluid Simulation
SPH is a popular method for simulating continuum like incompress-
ible fluids. Physical attributesA can be derived using a user-defined
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(a) our method with α = 0.0 (b) our method with α = 0.2 (c) our method with α = 0.4 (d) our method with α = 0.6

(e) MP method with vt = 0.0 (f) MP method with vt = 0.2 (g) MP method with vt = 0.4 (h) MP method with vt = 0.6

Figure 1: Simulation of 94k/s turbulent fluid particles (with radius r = 0.1m) with a hemisphere using ourmethod(first row) and
MPmethod(second row) with different parameters. In the first row, from left to right is our method with control parameter α
= 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 respectively. In the second row, from left to right is MP method with transfer coefficient vt = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6
respectively. The turbulence effects increase as the parameter augmented.

kernelW with its neighbor information. An arbitrary field A can
be expressed as:

A(r ) =
∑
j
mj

Aj

ρ j
W (r − r j ,h) (1)

where j represents the neighbour particle of i within the supporting
radius h. Andmj is the mass, ρ j is the density, r j is the position.

Using SPH equation, the Navier-Stokes equations for incom-
pressible fluids can be solved[Müller et al. 2003]:

∇ · u = 0 (2)

ρ
Du

Dt
= −∇p + ρд + µ∇2u (3)

where u the linear velocity, p is the pressure, д is the gravity and µ
is dynamic viscosity coefficient.

2.2 Energy Dissipation in SPH
Typically, particles in SPH simulation only have three degrees of
freedom (DOF) to reflect their translational motion. But severe
energy dissipation would occur if rotational DOFs is not considered.
For instance, a fixed axis rotation on a disk around the mass center
in two dimensional scenario, as shown in Fig 2 (left). The total
kinetic energy of this disk can be expressed as: Er = 1

2 Jω
2, where

J is rotational inertia and ω is angular velocity. In this case, the
rotational kinetic energy is equal to the total kinetic energy. Then
consider another situation, discretizing the disk into particles, as
shown in Fig 2 (right). The total kinetic energy could be split to
two part:

Er =
∑

Eri +
∑

Eki (4)

where Eri and Eki are the rotational kinetic energy and linear
kinetic energy of particle i respectively. If the rotational DOFs are
neglected in this discretization, the total rotational energy

∑
Eri

would be lost. Because Eri =
1
2 Jiω

2, and Ji = mir
2
i = ρπr4i , the

rotation kinetic energy is related to the radius ri :∑
Eri ∝ r2i (5)

This indicates that energy from rotational DOFs can be ignored only
when the particles are infinitely small. While using macroscopic
particles like SPH, energy is severely dissipated without considering
rotational DOFs.

Figure 2: A two dimensional disk spinning around the mass
center with an angular velocity of ω. On the right side the
disk is discretized with small particles as that in SPH ap-
proach.

Therefore, we use vorticity field to approximate the angular ve-
locity of each particle, and adopt the potential flow model to exert
the diffusion of angular velocity to neighbor particles. Since the ad-
justment of velocity field would possibly result in slight divergence
fluctuation, we integrate our method with Implicit incompressible
SPH [Ihmsen et al. 2014] and Divergence-free SPH [Bender and
Koschier 2015] to keep divergence-free and incompressible.

2.3 Velocity Adjustment using vorticity
Linear velocity refinement using vorticity has been widely used in
lots of previous Lagrangian vortex methods. The shear between
slices and the stretching term of the vortex generate the chaotic
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motion of the fluid. However, many of them tend to be unstable,
especially when the movements are intense, even though they
are theoretically stable in the continuous model. To recover the
missing details, we regard each particle as the rigid core, and refine
the linear velocity of its neighbors inversely proportional to the
distance between them.

For computing the curl of a field Ai in SPH, we apply the differ-
ence curl formulation,

(∇ ×Ai )
dif f =

1
ρi

∑
j
mj (Ai −Aj ) × ∇iWi j (6)

where ρi is the density at the location of particle i ,m is the mass
of each particle, andW is the smoothed kernel in SPH approach,
we use spline kernel in our experiments. We use this equation to
derive angular velocity ω, and add an extra relax factor α which
enable users to decide how rough the turbulence they desire. So
the angular velocity for particle i at kth time step is:

ω(k )
i = ω(k−1)

i − α(ω(k−1)
i −

(∇ ×v
(k)
i )dif f

2
) (7)

where α can be set between 0 to 1. When α = 1, angular velocity
will be fully determined by the vorticity field. According to this
equation, the angular velocity that be used to refine linear velocity
field is:

δω(k)
i = ω(k )

i −ω(k−1)
i = α(ω(k−1)

i −
(∇ ×v

(k )
i )dif f

2
) (8)

Using Eqn 8 we can successfully recover the rotational kinetic
energy and convert it to angular velocity.

To refine linear velocity using the difference of angular velocity,
we need to convert δω(k )

i into δv(k )
i→j using irrotational refinement

model. In our model, we take the space inside particle radius as rigid
body rotation, and other space inside support radius as irrotational
flow (left diagram in figure 2). Since we can get δω(k )

i for each
particle, we treat each particle as a rigid sphere, and make them as
turbulence generators for the diffusion and stretching of its local
vorticity field (see Fig 3). In this case we refine velocity for each

Figure 3: A solid core will be formed in the free vortex. We
regard the fluid particle as the core. And outside the core the
velocity is decreased proportional to the length to the vortex
center.

point at the particle surface (right diagram figure 2):

δv
(k )
sur f ace = δω(k )

i × r (9)

By inversely refining the neighbor particles within the support-
ing radius, we can adjust the linear velocity for every particle:

δv
(k )
i→j =

x i j
∥r ∥

δv
(k )
sur f ace (10)

Consequently, we obtain the velocity refinement for all particles in
a linear fashion and thus with little computation overhead.

3 EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we tested our turbulence refinement in several
scenes and compared it with standard fluid (SSPH) and state of
the art turbulence method (please see the accompanying video for
more results). We use the cubic spline kernel for our experiments.

As shown in Fig1, 94k fluid particles flush through a hemisphere
in a tunnel per second. In this classical scenario, rich turbulence
details are expected to be observed. We compared our method with
Bender’s MP method [Bender et al. 2018] from various coefficient
settings in this scene. When α = 0 or vt = 0, it is equivalent
to standard SPH method. Under this coefficient, some vague and
feeble turbulence is produced when the fluid is injected into the
tunnel. Though the fluid then is partially blocked by the hemisphere,
it forms a level difference as it flows through this obstacle, no
significant interaction details are visible around the hemisphere.
Behind the obstacle, two regular shallow traces gradually disappear
along the flow. At the right end, the current restores calm.

(a) MP method (b) our method

Figure 4: Four blocks fall into the fluid simultaneously (with
radius r = 0.08m). Gravitational potential energy of blocks is
transformed into kinetic energy of the fluid.
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In this experiment, both our method and MP method is capa-
ble of increasing turbulence details. As α increases, flow is more
violent at the injection port and the traces become more irregular
and apparent. Fluids are stacked in front of the obstacle using MP
method and our method, and the hemisphere is almost submerged.
Compared with our method, MPmethod increases the turbulence in
a fiercer way. Fluid performance of α = 0.4 looks as furious as that
of vt = 0.2. One thing should be noticed that MP increases turbu-
lence by producing lots of small fragments, but our method tends to
preserve the original form macroscopically and intensify dissipated
curves. Besides, the flow at the right end seems too intense when
using MP method.

Fig4 shows the disturbance caused by four blocks falling into the
water at the same time. We compared our method with MP method
to discuss the convergence capacity under extreme conditions. Com-
pared to the fluid, the density of these blocks is considered large
enough that the acceleration of blocks should be maintained as
gravity acceleration throughout the experiment. Significant turbu-
lence can be observed in both methods when blocks falling down.
But when they reach the bottom, effects start to vary. One signifi-
cant difference between these two is that turbulence in our method
smooths out over time, yet unstable movements appear and don’t
stop when using the MP method.

Figure 5: Total energy comparison of three methods.

Fig5 exhibits the total kinetic energy of blocks falling into water,
both MP method and our method accumulate more kinetic energy
than SSPH. Typically our method carries a lot kinetic energy at 1.6s.
In MP method, positive feedback effect eventually overcomes the
damping effect and starts to grow until a dynamic equilibrium is
reached instead of a static state. Meanwhile our method converges
to the stable state as SSPH does.

4 CONCLUSION
We present an SPH based method of recovering turbulence details
for low viscosity incompressible fluids. Built on Lagrangian system,
our method can be easily integrated with any SPH method with
negligible computational overhead. It consults the fluid dynamic
interpretation for the turbulence that is the performance of mul-
tiple unstable vortices interactions. By granting angular velocity

that calculated through vorticity to each particle, unstable vortices
are regarded as the difference of angular velocity over time steps.
According to the unconditional stability of potential flow in SPH
simulation process, free vortex model is preferable to adjust linear
velocity and generates small vortices in the vicinity of each particle.
Further, we add a coefficient α to control angular velocity in the
refinement which determines the intensity of turbulence.

Numerical dissipation is an inherent defect of SPH methods, es-
pecially in simulating turbulence. It is difficult to find an intuitive
way to eliminate it completely. Our method successfully solved
the instability effects when the positive feedback exceeds the con-
vergence limit of viscous damping. And it can create abundant
turbulence effects while maintain stable in extreme scenes.
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